DuoPro

™

Telephone Headset Family
NEW!
Behind-the-Head
Wearing Style

The Most Versatile
Headsets Ever Made
Superior sound quality and breakthrough
ergonomics make these headsets best in class.
Versatility is the hallmark of our DuoPro line, with
best-in- class audio performance and all-day wearing
comfort for call center and office professionals.
The DuoPro family offers more wearing styles and
innovative features than any other headset: there is the
“uncompromising” design of our convertible model
that delivers superior comfort, sound and reliability;
the unique double T-pad headband on our overthe-head model so there’s never a speaker pad
pressing on your ear; the ergonomic earloop for
over-the-ear convenience, exceptional comfort
and stability; and the new behind-the-head

Over-the-Ear
Style

neckband for a discreet, stable fit.
All DuoPro models are available with either the

Plantronics trademark voice tube or noise-canceling
microphone that includes an innovative anti-twist boom.
DuoPro is backed by a two-year warranty
for unsurpassed durability all day, every day.
Over-the-Head
Style

World Leadership: Plantronics is a world
leader in lightweight communications
headsets with over 40 years of experience.
We offer a complete line of headsets for
call center, office, home, mobile and computer applications, all backed by a service
and support team that is second to none.
The Plantronics voice tube advantage:
Plantronics invented the voice tube and
continues to improve the design to deliver
the best in performance and style. Our
voice tubes are the only ones that slide
back and forth for better positioning and

improved sound quality. You can also add
color to your conversations with AttiTube™
color voice tubes.
Reliability for business-critical
applications: Plantronics has years of
experience developing headsets for
mission-critical applications, including 911
centers, the FAA and even the headset
that carried Neil Armstrong’s first words
from the moon. That same attention to
durability and reliability goes into the
headsets we design for your businesscritical applications.

HEADSET AMPLIFIER REQUIRED

AMP UP!
Plantronics offers amplifiers
to connect our headsets to your
telephones, including cordless
models for office mobility.
Direct-connect Polaris™ headsets
are available for headset-ready
phones and agent consoles.

DuoPro

H171(N) DuoPro
Convertible Headset

™

Versatility for new or experienced
headset users—can be worn in either
over-the-head or over-the-ear style.
(Does not include neckband for
behind-the-head wearing style.)

Telephone Headset
Family
FEATURES

Uncompromising design delivers
superior sound, fit and comfort
in either wearing style.

• The most versatile headsets ever made
with models to fit your favorite wearing style.
• Advanced ergonomic designs for superior
balance, fit and comfort:

Available with either
voice tube (as shown)
or with noise-canceling
microphone (N).

Over-the-head style —Unique double T-pad headband distributes weight evenly so there’s never
a speaker pad pressing on your ear.
Over-the-ear style — Conformable earloop
can be molded for a secure, comfortable fit.

Over-the-Head..........converts to..........Over-the-Ear

Behind-the-head style — New contemporary design
neckband provides a stable, discreet fit.
• Available with voice tube or noise-canceling
microphone:
Voice tube — Plantronics’ trademark design, light
weight and unobtrusive. Ideal for most offices and
call centers, delivers great sound quality in all but
the noisiest environments.
Noise-canceling— DuoPro features an innovative
anti-twist boom for perfect placement every time.
For noisy environments (over 65 dB).

H151 DuoPro Headset

H151N DuoPro Headset

Over-the-ear style with
voice tube

Over-the-ear style with noisecanceling microphone

Weight: 0.6 ounces, 19 grams

Weight: 0.6 ounces, 30 grams

H161 DuoPro Headset

H161N DuoPro Headset

Over-the-head style with
voice tube

Over-the-head style with
noise-canceling microphone

Weight: 1.2 ounces, 38 grams

Weight: 1.3 ounces, 40 grams

• Supports SoundGuard Plus and Call Clarity
technologies for superior sound.
®

™

™

• Can be worn on either ear.
• Quick Disconnect™ lets you walk away from your
phone while still wearing your headset. Adjustable
clothing clip and 10-foot coil cord for freedom of
movement.
• Warranty: Two years for unsurpassed durability.
• Requires Plantronics amplifier to connect
to phone.
• Polaris™ direct-connect versions available for
use with headset-ready phones and agent consoles.

NEW!
Behind-the-Head
Wearing Style
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H181 DuoPro Headset

H181N DuoPro Headset

Behind-the-head style with
voice tube

Behind-the-head style with
noise-canceling microphone

Weight: 1.0 ounces, 32 grams

Weight: 1.1 ounces, 34 grams

